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Grosfillex Contract has developed Outdoor furniture for the intense use of the Hospitality industry.
This use is intended for 7 hours a day and for 7 days a week. That is the time period our furniture is
regularly used in Hotels, Resorts, Apartments, Timeshare, Cruise ships settings. When purchasing
your purchaser should consider a product that is designed for this intense use. Retail outdoor
furniture on the other hand is designed for maybe 7 hours a week so is not built as strong, hence
the lower cost.

A residential chaise will not have the same liability coverage as a Contract chaise. Our experience
with insurance companies has been that if furniture is bought from a retail outlet store the insurance
companies will not cover a claim. Insurance Companies do not want to pay any claim! If they can
get out of paying this claim by using the fact the furniture was bought at a retail store they will.
Therefor the liability goes back to the Management company, owner and the property manager who
purchased.

If you look under the base of a Contract Grosfillex Bahia chase lounge you will see embossed the
words "Contract Use"

The Contract Chaise lounges have more polypropylene and more UV inhibitors in the frame
material. The breakage resistance for the Contract Bahia Chaise it is tested to 300lbs and has a
Contract Warranty for three years.

The Grosfillex Contract Chaise lounge passes ASTM F 1988-99 Class performance for commercial
outdoor installations. This is very important to the insurance companies if someone should get hurt
sitting in a chair or chaise lounge.

If you are still not convinced and you are purchasing for a HOA, Apartment, Hotel, Timeshare, or
any type of property where you are renting any type of unit. I would suggest you contact your
insurance agent and ask what they will do in the event of a claim using retail purchased furniture.
Your owner you are representing would appreciate the fact you are looking out for their future
interest and not just trying to cut cost at the moment.

Contract Grosfillex furniture has more insurance coverage for this type of situation. Also, ET&T
Distributors carries an million dollar liability policy with a million dollar over ride for all furniture and
Playgrounds sold.

What may cost you less now will cost you more later if the liability coverage is not there. Not to
mention the repeat purchase of furniture after one year of use.
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